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CHAIR KA>"lE: .. .(g-ave/). .
I'd like to call to order the Council's Budget and Finance
Committee meeting for Tuesday, November 14'h. 2006. For the record, we have in
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attendance this afternoon, Mcmbt;rs Tavares, Pontanilla, Johnson, Anderson, and Carroll.
Excused from this meeting this atiernoon: Members Molina, Mateo, Hokama. 1 believe
Member Hokama will be joining us a little later. Members, we have .. .just a few items
on our agenda this afternoon. Hopefully, we can move through this (lgenda. The first
item that we have posted is Budget and Finance Item Number 98, donation fTom
Launiupoko Associates, LLC, and amending the Fiscal Year '07 Budget, Department of
Parks and Recreation.

ITEM NO. 98:

DONATION FROM LAUNlUPOKO ASSOCIATES, LLC; AND
AMENDING FY 2007 BUDGET, DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND
RECREATION (I'ARKDEDlCATION AGREEMENT) (CC 1\0.06·224)

CHAIR KANE: l'hat's a park dedication agreement. Members, the Committee is in receipt of
County Communication Number 06-224 from the Budgct Director, transmitting the
proposed bill entitled: a bill for an ordinance amending Appendix A of the Fiscal
Year '07 Budget for the County of Maui as it pertains to the Department of Parks and
Recreation. And the purpose of this proposed bill is to add the donation from
Launiupoko Associates. LLC. for CO\lnty park programs in the (lmount of 25,250 dollars,
Members, on February 17'", 2006 ... earlier this year, this Council adopted
Resolution 06-11, accepted the voluntary contribution of the 25,250 dollars. Launiupoko
Associates, LLC, is the developer of land comprising Mahanalua Nui Phase IV, situated
at Launiupoko, Lahaina, consisting of 36 ag lots. This proposed bill before the
Committee will amend the Appendix A of the FY '07 Budget to appropriate the 25,250
for the County parks program. Mcmbers ... at this time. we'll first recognize if we have
anybody signed up to testify. I see that we don't have any. We'lllcave testimony open
for this afternoon just a little longer. In the meantime, we'll go ahead and give the floor
over to, first, our Budget Director, Mr. Ginoza. And then we'll allow Mr. John Buck, our
Deputy Director of Parks and Recreation to provide some opening remarks on the item
before us. Good afternoon, \1r. Ginoza.
MR. GINOZA: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Good afternoon, Members. As mentioned by the Chatr,
the resolution to accept the donation from Launiupoko Associates was approved by the
Council on February 17'\ 2006. As. as further background infornlation, a request for
approval of a proposed bill for an ordinatlce amending Appendix A of the Fiscal
Ycar 2006 Budget for the Pat'ks and Recreation was submitted to the County Council on
May 19,r., 2006, but was submitted too latc for consideration as a Fiscal Year 2006
Budget amendment. The request hefore you is for approval of a proposed bill for an
ordinance amending Appendix A of the Fiscal Year 2007 Budget to include such
donation in Appendix A. which would (lppropriatc the funds for expenditure by the
Department of Parks and Recreation, So I'll defer any. , .
. . . comments or questions to ... Mr. Buck.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Mr. Ginoza. Mr. Buck, good aHcrnoon, Any opening remarks?
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MR. BUCK: Good afternoon, Chmr and Committee Members.
comments.

T rcally do not havc any

· .. I, I will just say that the .. .just to clarify, just to clarify where the funds would be
used. It will be for. .. be for the West Maul, West side since the donation was from a
West side developer.

CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you very much. Any additional remarks from Administration?
Seeing none, Members, the Chair will open the floor. And the Chair reeob,'11izes the
presence of Vice-Chair Hokama. Good afternoon, Mr. Hokmua, and you have the floor.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Chainnan.
· .. My one question. weJl, let me just state what, what is my understanding. Should the
Council accept this, it'll go into the West Maui. .. park dedication funds. Is that, is that a
good ...understanding. Mr. Ginoza?
MR. GTNOZA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KA?>lE: Mr. Ginoza?
MR. GTNOZA: My undcrstandlllg, it's going into Appendix A for the purpose of expenditure
as ... described in the, you know ... as described in a restriction of the donatjon by the
donee ... donor, I'm sorry. And the donor's. , .request was that. .. let me, let me get this.
· .. Donor's request was a voluntary contribution to the County of Maui tor use by the
Department of Parks and Recreation for the County's parks program. So what I
understand from that is that the Parks and Recreation would have ... the ability to select
the projects or the, the .. .items of expenditure within the parks program.
NO TE:

Sileltcc.

CHAIR KANE: ' .. No limit, Mr. Hokama.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank YOll. Chairman. This ... donation ... voluntary donation is to
satisfy a County requirement?
· .. No, Mr. Buck? I, I'm, T'mjust asking.
MR. BUCK: No, it was ... [ think their requirement was something like 9,700 dollars. And the
developer, out of the gracious of thf;;ir heart thought that their requirement at the time of
the subdivision was a little bit too low, that they decided to give llS the additional 25,000.
VTCE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
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NOlE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... And so by agreeing, accepting this ...the Council is giving
approval to expend without knowing what the funds will be expended for. Is that
correct'?
MR. GINOZA: It will be cxptmded for the parks program, but without any specific ... specific
purposc.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So this could be for operations or payroll, could be for maintenance,
could be ... to supplement a... ongoing improvc ... 01' improvement project?
... The only condition would he that it be spent in the West Maui District?
.vIR. GINOZA: Actually, there's no restriction with respect to even the District. It's only for the
parks progrllm. But as mentioned by MT. Buck, you know, the Parks Department has
recognized the source of funds and is willing to accept the commitment or willing to give
the commitment that the funds will be spent for the West side.
NOTE:

Silence.

VICE-CHAlR HOKAMA: ... So what if this Committee chose to just accept the moncy and
not give you the preauthorization to expend until we're told what it's gonna be expended
on?

.Y1R. GINOZA: Mr. Chair?
CBArR KANE: Please.
.Y1R. GL'\OZA: May I make one clarification, Mr. Hokama? The funds have already been
accepted through that rC~Qlution that was passed back in February of 2006. So the
question now is, you know, to include, not "question", but the request now is to include
this donation within Appendix A. which would provide the appropriation for expenditure
by the Department. So without it being included in Appendix A, there's really no
authorization tor expenditure.
VICE-CHAlR HOKAiVIA: Okay. Thank you for that clarification. So if we don '( move this
fOI'\vard, it will part of the new, upcoming Budget. .. proposal, fonnulation of the new
Budget proposal, right?
.. Because it'll be ... uh. , .it'll be, I guess will be considered recognized surplus
reveIlues that have not been budgeted or appropriated.
MR. GlNOZA: My undcr~tanding, \1T. Hokama, is that thi, is an Appendix A item, which is
basically restricted revenues. So it wouldn't come into the Operating Budget per se, but
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if jt's gonna be deferred until 2008. it'll comf.' in as an item within Appendix A because it
is restricted. you know, for that use of the parks program.
VICE-CHATR HOKAMA: And I think that's the appropriate place. I have. Tthink it would be
appropriate to be, that it be expended in the West Maui ...District. But I am
not. .. comfortable ...
· .. not knowing what is the intended use of the money.
· .. So J'11 just leave it at that. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Before I recognize any other Member. Mr. Buck, would you like to
provide any additional remarks as to your Department's intent on these funds .. .if any?
MR. BUCK: To be honest with you, right now ... Mr. Chair, we, we ...
· .. haven't had any current plans. I'm sure ... there, there's always a need on West side
tor either, especially with projects. We haven't. right lIOW, identified anything right now.
If you want at a later time, for us to come up, before that funds are released, that's fine
with us, too. We just ...we just have not really, to be honest with you, we have not really
identified a project that we could spend this moncy on.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Corp. COllllseL if you ... can just provide some clarity for thc
Committee. Does this Committee have the authority to proviso these dollars under the
Appendix A?
· .. First, for the District. West Maui. And second, on...that they would have to come
back to this body for an approval of where they would expend these monies? Or because
it's already in the program, West Maui prOIo'Tam, if that's legal, that that's as far as this
body can go as far as controlling that money?
;VIS. FUJITA VILLAROSA: Mr. Chair. .. the Council could proviso the funds with regards to
where, I guess which District the funds could he u~ed in. So there could be a proviso
added that the funds would be used for park programs in the West Maui District. Thut
would be appropriate. The Council could also ... add provisos, other provisos so long as
its consistent with the donor's request. Right? So for "Parks Programs", which is fairly
broad. Once the fimds are added into Appendix A, they arc appropriated for expenditure
for the usc that's indicated. So ...the Department wouldn't come back to Council for
authorization to expend the funds.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you.
MS. FUJITA VTLLAROSA: So--
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CHAIR KANE: Members, the Chair just wanted to provide you with parameters of. of our
authority on these funds. Yfr. ll.okama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So, so ... Chairman, thank you for your patience. So, so my question
is this ... to you, then, Chainnan. I know how you·ve ... well, BF-98 is, is to me, quite
general. And although the proposal is that we consider placing it in Appendix A of the
Budget, does this prohibit us from placing it somewhere else 50 that we can put the
proviso that they return to notify us of their, of the intended use to get Council approval,
and we'll place it in the appropriate ... section of the Budget--ClP budget or department
budget--sinee as of today, even if they have the funds, Mr. Chairman, they've ...notified
us that they CUITl.'l1tly have no plans of how to utilize this 25,000 dollars.
CHAIR KANE: So your question is to sec if we can put it someplace else other than
Appendix A for Parks Prok'TamS, or it has to go in Parks Programs but-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Right.
CHAIR KANE: --not in Appendix A?
That is my question to you, Chairman, particularly since
VICE-CHAIR HOKA..c"vlA:
('(np. Counsel through Ms. Fujlta Villarosa mentioned that Appendix A is basically a
pre-appropriated grant type of funding. So once we approve ... they can expend within
their parameters. So my, my question is can we amend, place it in the Budget. put it in
Parks and Recreation to satisfy the donor. .. and have them retum with...with
a... request to expend since now they have this 25.000 dollars that hasn't been
appropriated, per se, for a specific usc'!
CHATI{ KANE: Any comments from Administration?
MR. GINOZA: Mr. Chair')
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Ginol.a'?
MR.

G~OZA:

Just a point of clarification. I},'hcn th<.: item for restricted revenues are included
in Appendix A, one. one ... characterIstic is that thos.: funds don'l lapse until those funds
arc expended or until the, the contract, if there's any contract, expires. So T mean if, if
the desire is to put it within the Program Budget, then there needs to be an amendment to
the Budget to include it in estimated revenue ... somehow. to balance the appropriation in
the Program. And when you do that, basically the ... the funds would, would lapse like
the normal program funds. which i, at June 30th So the character of the donation is
quite different from, you know, a Program appropriation. T, I just wanted to make that
clarification ... and, you know ..

CHAIR KANE: ... Mr. Hokama, you have the floor.
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VICE-CHAIR
HOKAMA:
So
if
we
work
with
Department
of
Finance ... Mr. Young's .. .Dcpal1ment, Director Young's Department, couldn't we
then ... for the time being put it in a trust alld agency account?
NO IE:

Si/<!nce.

MR. GlNOZA: ... Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Ginoza?
MR. GINOZA:
If, if you put it in the trust and agency account, there's really no
revenue . .. within the Budget. So you'll have, end up with an unbalanced budget. And
another consideration is that. you know, through Appendix A. .. all of the non-County
funds are being recorded. Whereas, in the Operating Budget, it's out of County funds.
So in putting it within the, the ... Department Program. it seems to be in the wrong place
because now you're mixing non-County funds together with County funds. So, I mean,
really the ... my reconullt:11dation .. ,(laughter) . .. is to keep it within the Appendix A
and to put whatever proviso that the Council needs to do to ... you know, to restrict the,
the use of those funds to the intent that the Council wants to see. But to move it to the
Program Budget, it seems to be inconsistent to what. .. the structure or the Budget is.
NOTE:

Silcllce.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:
. 1 do recognize it would take more work to get it
done ...Mr. Ginoza. But it could be done, right?
MR. GlNOZA: It could be done, but it's .. .inconsistent to the, to the ... County fund versus
lion-County fund aspect of the budget. Whereas, we're keeping non-County funds within
Appcndix A in, in .. .I would say in virtually all of the situations und keeping only
Count)' funds within your Operating Budget. So it is, it is ...
. . . it is a departure from the lIormal process.
NOTE:

Silellce.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... ~onethe1css, it can be done.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Ycah-VICE-CHAIR HOKAM A: That" s my point. We. and we'll make that decision whether or
not. .. that would be appropriate for, for consideration. So thank yuu for your comments.
Mr. Ginoza. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you, Mr. Hokam3. Beforc I recognize Member Anderson, just. again for
clarification. Members, so we understand the parameters. The, the Committee Staff and
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Chair did not identify any type of lapse ... time period for this funds. In other words. it
won't lapse at the end of the ycar-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
CHAIR KAl\E; --via an agreement between the developer and the County. But just to verify
that, Mr. Ginoza, is there any time restraints OIl, on these funds that would ... force us to
move forward and make a decision on this item by the end of the year, as an example?
MR. GINOZA: Mr. Chair, 1, r don't believe so.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. So again, Members, just. ..just checking those parameters for us.
Member Anderson, thank you tor your patience.
COUNClLMEMBER ANDERSON: Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman. Um ... well, I don't know
if my question's valid any longer, just hearing Mr. Ginoza's response to Chair Hokuma.
But. . .it seems (0 me that what this rcally is is an excess park assessment. in other words,
they paid 7 ...
CHAIR KANE: Nine.
COl.JNCILMEM.BER ANDERSON: ... 9,750 in park assessment and they didn't fcel that was
enough, so they donated an additional 25,000. So why can't we just put that in Park
Assessment funds and use it according to that fund?
MR. GINOZA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Ginoza'?
MR. GINOZA: Basically, you're recharacterizing the intent ofthe developer. So with respect to
a question whether you call or call1lot, I would just have to defer to Corporation Counsel.
COTJNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, now how arc we reo .. characterizing the intent of the
donator?
MR. GINOZA: Through tbe agreement that the done ... the donor has provided in his agreement.
And that is provided on Page ...
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: It says the contribution is voluntary, unsolicited, and is
made by the ... declarant as a donation in recognition of the County's need for funds to
manage and enhance its parks program. So ...
. . . I don't scc where tbt;re's any kind of ..
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, . 1 mean, I think that this body who ... you know, approves appropriations are gonna
wanna see that this money is spent on the West side even though it's not. .. a requirement
of. of the donation.
MR. GlNOZA: Mr. Chair')
CHAIR KAKE: Mr. Gilloza?
MR. GINOZA: And that's my. ' .that was my, part, part of my recommendation in that within
Appendix A, you know, you could proviso it to restrict the spending to West Maui or
whatever the, the Committee decides. So it's not. it's not say that the, .. Committee or
Council has, docs not hav,. any right to restrict the funds--provided that's it spent for
parks programs, Because I think the overriding restriction is "parks programs", as
specified by the donor.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay, then I have one other question, Mr. Chainnan.
When, when we accepted this, , ,donation ...
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSO);: ... J don't see the date here, but it was ... sometime this
year.
\,,Thy wasn't, why .. .in accepting, in authorizing the acceptance of this
donation ... why wasn't. .. what we're doing now ...taken care of then? Seems like it
could have been done all at once,
MR. GINOZA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Ginoza?
MR. GL'{OZA: And I it's a misunderstanding of the, the process at that time. Because if you
have a unr~stricted donation, you would have a normal resolution to accept the donation.
And those donations would go directly into the General Fund, and which would then be
subject to appropriation by CounciL Whereas, if it is a restricted donation such as this,
you know, it, it cannot go into the General Fund because the General Fund revenue is not
a restricted revenue. So .. .in. in processing the expenditure for this, you know, you
would either have to .. .include it in Appendix A, which accounts for these types of
revenues which are restricted for specific purposes. So .. .I would say that the rcason
why it was not done at the same time was because there ... :lppurently there was a
misunderstanding as to the type of donation this was.
COUNClLMEMBER ANDERSON: ... But absent that misunderstanding. we could have had
the .. .I guess it was a resolution authurizing acceptance of the donation, could have
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included, .. the fact that it would be applied to Appendix A at that time so we could have
done it all at once?
MR. Gl)!OZA: What would have happened, Mcmb<,;r Anderson, is that there would be two
documents. The first documcnt would be the resolution to accept the donation. And the
second document, which would require two readings, would be the amendment to
Appendix A, whiehis a Budget amendment.
COL'NCILMEMBER ANDERSON: I see.
Y1R. GINOZA: And so we're doing the second phase, . J mean. the first phase has already been
done. So we're in, we're at phase two right now.
COU:---;rCILMEMBER At-iDERSOl\: Right. Okay. Thank you, Chair,

CHAIR KANE: Okay. Any further questions? Member Johnson'l
COu)!CIl. MEMBER JOHNSON: Just a comment. too, that bccau~e this also involved the
parking lot .. which was a portioll of the donation, because this was all commingled
. .(laughlerl. .' It came to my Connnitlee and wc did the site inspection. And the
monetary portion was something that we knew would have to come to Budget. So
basically... the parking area was looked at on a site inspection. A.ud that's being well
utilized. So .. ,you know, we have a lot of complaints about Launiupoko Park not having
sufficient parking, so ... even though it docs slow down traffic .. .(iallghter). .. III
Lahaina, it. .. It is serving its purpose. And I think that may be part of the problem,
MR GINOZA: Yk Chair?
CHAIR KANE: \1f. Ginoza?
MR GINOZA: Just another point of clarification, Member Anderson. If you look at thc-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Johnson.
MR GINOZA: Johnson. I'm sorry. If you look at the agreement,
the contribut.ion is in paragraph--

YOll

know, the provision for

CHAIR KAI\E: Three.
MR. GINOZA: --3. And the provisions for the parking is in..
CHAIR KANE:

.FOUL

MR. GINOZA: --paragraph 4. So I'm kind of looking at this--and maybe Corp. Counsel
can. , .either confirm elr, or correct me, but the contribution, to me, is a separate activity
- 10
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within this agreement. And is not tied in to any of the conditions of the parking area. So
I. Ijust wanted to point out that, you know, it, it's not connected--in my vicw.
COUNCTLMEMBER JOHNSO't': ... Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Member Jolmson')
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. No, and that wasn't what I was really implying. But
because we had both the issue dealing with the actual parking lot as a one contribution
and then the monetary being a separate contribution, they were till in one agreement.
And that was my point about the commmgling of the two issues, even though they were
not directly related to any monies that had to be paid to the parking area.
MR. GINOZA: Thank you.
CHAIR KANE:
Okay, thank. you.
Any further discussion, Members, before your
Chair... provides a recommendation? And there's two ways that the Chair can look at
this. The Chair, first, would consider recommending ... 50 I'm just thinking out loud,
Members, consider recommending that we move forward with accepting and amending
Appendix A, but including a proviso that would make sure that it's park programs in
West Maui--since that is not clear. .. it's not provided for in the agreement, it's basically
for the County's parks programs. Plural. So we could do thn!. And we've
had ... consulted with Parks and they already indicated they have no problem with that. If
the body is not comfortable with moving forward with that, then the other more simple
approach could be to defer. .. and ... the new Council that comt:s forward could
communieatc with the Parks Department that once they have an indication of what they
intcnd to do with the 25-plus thousand dollars for this funds that they could come forward
with a request to attach that to this request. which I think would be deferred over to the
new Council. .. and then make, take action at that point in time. So those are two things
that your Chair sees at this point. The Chair preters to move forward with the tirst one,
unless this body, again, has some issue as fur as making sure that there's some level of
commitment from the Parks Department to ... give us an indication what they're going to
use the money for prior to December 31. So I'll leave it open for discussion before the
Chair renders a ...
. . . a proposed recommendation. Any comments at this point before your Chair moves
forward? Member Johnson, followed by Member Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. I, 1 have no problem moving it forward. And I don't
know, .vIr. Buck, if you could answer. I know we got a lot of testimony about Wahikuli
Park, with I guess some of the grassing of the area and the condition of the park. Is this
in any way or would it be able to be utilized to at least begill addressing some of the
problems at Wahikuli Park?
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... 1 know it's not a lot of money. but. .. at this point .. .r!auRhterj. .. anything would
help.
MR. BUCK: 1 think the. the intention of using the funds wi 11 be more park improvement or ClP
improvements. Because as you know, West side is growing and there's always demands.
We can probably identify Wahikuli Park as one of those areas that could be identIfied.
There's a ... our, our intention, I think one of our priorities for West side, besides, you
know, the ongoing improvements that have been on the books is to take a. a serious look
at Wahikuli Park. The only thing about Wahikuli Park, you know, when you're trying to
make a comparison of the ... the grass across the street versus Wahikuli Park, is that
nobody across the street is walking on the grass versus what, you know. how many,
2.5 million a year that goes, at Wahikuli Park and the vehicles? We do have some
ideas .. .it's g01111a be more than 25,000, but that's Olle of the areas we could look at. I
know there's a number, numerous requests for West side. so ... you know ... we can, if, if
it's more for park improvements, CIP projects, that's fine with us, too. I'll just be honest
with you--we knew about the 25,000 and, and it was just something that was ... we didn't,
I didn't really have an answer, be prepared to tell you exactly how we're gonna spend it.
But we know that we wanna keep it on the West side. And it would probably be, I would
probably prefer to ... spend it on a park improvement or whatever on the West side
so ... people can see what was done with the donation versus dumping into a prob'Tam that
is only gOlma last for one year or something like that.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Mr. Hokama, any additional comments at thIS point?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Chaimlan, rm happy to support your. .. recommendation. I would
just ask that in the proviso, we would consider that ...having the Department, upon the
deciding the lise of the fllnds. to inform the body-CHAIR KA"IE: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --report.
CHAIR KANE: Yeah. Very good. Any additional comments before your Chair makes the
recommendation ry
COUNC'ILMEMBER

Recommendation?

CHAIR KANE: Okay, Members, your Chair recommends moving forward ... with the bill. but
modifying it to incorporate a proviso that the parks programs in the Wcst Maui
Community Plan District bc where the monies are expended. And also that tbe
Department notify the Council upon its decision on hov'! that money is g0111111 be utilized.
And that is your Chair's recommendation, along with the filing of the communication,
which is 06-224.
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VICE·CHAIR HOKAi\1A; So moved, Chaimlan.
COUNClLMEMBER JOHNSON: Second.
CHAIR KANE: Okay, it's been moved and seeonded--Members Hokama and Johnson. We're
in discussion. Any discussion'?
NOTE:

Silmce.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA; ... Okay. Members, before we vote on this, because we don't have
written language on the proviso language, any objections to having Staff work with Corp.
Counsel and Administration to have that language drafted for the proposal or the
recommendation at full Council?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No objections.
COUNCIL.MEMBER PONTANILLA: No objection.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Hearing none, any further discu;;sion? .. .rend 0/ tape, start 1B) .. All
those in favor say "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR KANE: Opposed?
... Let the record show it's unanimolls with Members Mateo and Molina excused, seven,
zero.
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Carroll, .Johnson,
Tavares, Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Kane,

NOES:

None,

ABSTAJ~:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:

Pontanilla.

Council members Mateo and Molina,

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending FIRST REAI)ING of revised bill and flUNG of
communiclltion,
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CHAIR KANE: Thank you very much. Members. Mr. Buck. thank you for your presence
~R.

BUCK: Thank you. Chair.

CHAIR KANE: ... Members, we do not have anybody signed up to testify for this afternoon's
meeting. So without objection, we will close testimony for today's meeting.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: No objections.
COUNCILME\1BER \10LINA: No objection.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Thank you. Testimony is now closed .
. . . Moving on (0 your second item on the agenda, Budget and Finance Item Number 96,
grant funds from the State Executive Office on Aging and amending the Fiscal Year '07
Budget, Department of Housing and Human Concerns.

ITEM NO. 96:

GRANT FUNDS FROM STATE EXECUTIVE OFFICE ON AGING;
AND AMENDING FY 2007 BUDGET, DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING
AND HUMAN CONCERNS (2007 ELDER ABlSE RESPONSE FeNDS)
(CC No. 06-222)

CHAIR KANE: This is the '07 Elder Abuse Response Funds, Members. The Committee is in
receipt of the County Communication with the attached proposed bilL And the purpose
of that bill is to add the, quote, 2007 Elder Abuse Response Funds, unquote, grant in the
amount of 26,492 dollars in Appendix A Members ...we also have a resolution that
authorizes the acceptance of the funds from the State of Hawaii. And, Ylembers. just so
you know, as a matter of order. .. your Chair, at the appropriate time, will be moving with
consideration on the resolution first, and then coming back to the bill for consideration.
At this time, Mr. Ginoza, if you can provide us with any opening remarks, and then we'll
yield the floor to Mr. Hernlan Andaya, our Deputy Dircctor of the Housing and Human
Concerns Department. Mr. Ginoza?
MR. GINOZA: Thank you. ~r. Chair. The State of Hawaii Executive Office of Aging has
approved funds of 26.492 dollars to the County of Maui, Department of Housing and
Human Concerns for the 2007 Elder Abuse Response Funds. The contract for such
services is fi'om November 1st, 2006 through September 30'h, 2007. The request before
you is for approval of a resolution to accept the funds and to 'luthorize the Mayor of the
County of Maui to execute any and all documents necessary to process and accept such
funds ...
. . . for your consideration. The request also includes approval of a proposed bill lor an
ordinance amending Appendix A of the Fiscal Year 2007 Budget to include the 2007
Elder Abuse Response Funds in Appendix A, which would appropriate the funds for
expenditure by the Department of Housing and Human Concerns.
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CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Good aftcl11oon, Mr. Andaya. Any additional opening remarks
from the Department?
YfR. ANDA YA:

Mr. Chair, the Department supports the ... passage of this resolution which
allow the County to accept State monies fllr the purposes of preventing eJder «buse. The
monies will be used to create a, a play... and a DVD. And that will help promote public
awareness of elder abuse and also (0 educate our elders on how to report such abuses.
Thank you.

CHAIR KANE: Thank you. Members, and just. .. to ... provide somc additional comment, the
Elder Abuse Video Project is a traveling theatrical production on the subject of elder
abuse and prevention of crimes against thc elderly. And so the Chair will open it up at
this time for any discussion prior to the recommendation.
NOTE:

Silellce.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Question, Chainn<ln.
CHAIR KANE: Member Hokama, followed by Member Anderson.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: I'm happy to yield to Ms. Anderson since I have ..
have the 0PPOl1unity as your Vice-Chaimlan to go first, Chair.

.r have, I usually

CHAIR KANE: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: .. .(inaudible) . ..
CHAIR KANE:

~embcr

Anderson, you have the floor.

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERS OX That's very sweet and totally unnecessary .. .(lauf!.hter) . ..
but thank you .. ,(laughfer). .. Bccau~~ my question isn't fI~al1y vcry specific to this.
It's related.
NOTE:

Silene'l?

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... You know, it's, it's vcry nice that they're spending
li.mds from the State to put out a film . .. about elder abuse. But T saw a very disturbing
program on TV. I don't know if many of you did. And I forget what it was, a 60 Minutes
spot oc something like that. .. where they were dealing with the elder abuse situation.
And that there <Ire very few states~~and Hawaii is one of 'cm··who has no regulations
over assisted~Jjving housing situations. In other words ... the people who are involved in
the aSSisted-living ... lOare centers don't have to be registered nurses ... they dOll't have to
have any kind of oversight. We're, and this is where much of the elder abuse occurs. So
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I'm just wondering if \1r, Andayain, , .in discussing with the State Office on Aging, if
there's any, , ,any movement to put in any kind of regulations in place statewide,
MR. ANDA Y A: \-!r, Chair'?
CHAIR KAl\E: Mr, Andaya?

MR. AND AYA: Unfortunately, the person who would know that answer is not here today,
Jolm Tomoso, as well as the, the rest of his. , ,stair are on Oahu for some, some kind of
gerontology conference, So I'm not aware of any movement towards creating such laws,
J could, , .J can have John Tomoso, .. perhaps send a, an answer in writing to your
question, I, r 11 do that.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSO~: Thank you, \1r. Andaya. Maybe at the conference they're
discussing that vcry thing, Hopefully,

MR. ANDA YA: Ull-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you.
CHAIR KAKE: Member Andcrson, without objections from you, as well as the body, the Chair
with Committee Staff would be more than happy to send a letter under your Chair's
signature 11'0111 the Committee .. ,addressing this issue to the Department. And then they
can relior to the appropriate place for a response and we can get that back to the
Committee. And if it comes back at some point, it can be received as a County
Communication, probably during the new term.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Great. Thank you very much.
CHAIR KANE: So we have that item, , ,before us, And, Member Johnson, before I recognize
you, Member Hokama, questions?
VICE-CHAIR HOKA.MA: Just couple n:garding the, , ,agreement that we. , .I belicve agreed (0
by applying for the grant and now having the opportunity to receive the grant funding,
My understanding, Mr. Andaya, is that. , .at a millimum there'l1 be one perliJnnance on
Maui, one on Molokai, and one on Lanai. And that at each island, , ,we must have a
minimum of 30 people in attendance, Uh, .. what happens for weather or some sort of
situation where we an" an' not able to hit the minimum requirements of the scope of
services? Can you tell us what may occur0

MR. ANDAYA:

Mr. Chair?

CHAIR KA>lE: Mr, Andaya'!
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MR. ANDA YA: I, I'm not aware of. . .T know that thcff;! are performances that arc to be done.
And I know that there's gonna be public ... kind of like a publle hearing after the
pcrfonnanccs to. to talk about what was discussed. I'm not. . .I'm not familiar with
the ... the provision which rcads that thcre nceds to be 30-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: This is on Page 2 of 2, Mr. Andaya. of the Scope of Services
attachment that is ... attached (0 the proposed doc ... transmittal of the resolution? I
believe it says: State of Hawaii, Scope of Services, Attachment - S I, and then I'm on
the ... Page 2 of it. And I'm reading ...
. . . point number 4 ...
. And then, of course, under point 6 or point 7 ...
. it requires that at least we have summary of audience reactions for the Maui
performances. And they have it plural. I'm, so I'm sure that. . .I am assuming that there
will be more than one on Maui.
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Hokama, ifJ can give all the Members the chance to get 10-VICE-CHAIR nOKAMA: Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: --that page for a point of reference'!
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Members, in your binders, it's the very, it's the back of the last
page ... plior to getting to Ttem Number 97. So it's at the very back. And you'll see State
of Hawaii, Scope of Serviccs, Attachment - S I. And then right after that is hem Number
91's cover. .. cover lab, page. Okay, Mr. Hokama. thank you. I'm sony
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Yeah, thank you. So I was just going through, you know, the
parameters of. of the County agreeing to accept the money and what the State believes
they will receive in return of the County accepting the funds .
. . . You know what I'm saying? So any comments ... you know, for Maui, L . ,I'm very
definite, you know, you going, you can definitely have 30 seniors, not a problem. Lanai'.'
You know, we got 3,000 people. Things could oceur--wcather, transportation issues.
And yet it says we must have a minimum at each perfommnce. So I'm. just was curious
if you're aware should we be ullable to hit those minimum requirements, what. if any,
would occur to us from the State?
MR. ANDA YA: :Ylr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Andaya'!
- 17 -
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MR. ANDAYA: I, I'm not sure what would happen. Maybe, perhaps the State will say that we
have not satisfied this provision in the contract. But I can say that we will make every
c110rt to ensure that these pcrformanccs are well attended. T, T know on Lanai, and 1,
I. .. understand your concem, Council Member. But on Lanai, regardless, we've, we've
had... 0Uf events there, our. .. senior events have been well attended. And I'm, I'm
certain that. and you know, we. we have a very good person on, on Lanai,
Maggie ... (inaudible) . ..
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
:viR. ANDA VA: ... who's, who's been outstanding in, in getting the seniors involved. So ... J, {
can say for cenain that we will make every effort to ensure that these performances are
well attended, especially... an issue such as this, such an imponant issue such as this.
We will certainly ... make sure that. .. seniors attend this event.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you .
. . . Mr. Andaya, could you share with us the status of the timelinc and working plan that
in two weeks must be submitted to the State by December I"? You know, if it's
completed already, and could you share with us, jf any, some ofthe points of the working
plan?
MR. ANDAY A: Um .. .I, I'm just going off .. this folder that was, 1, .1 just leamed about this
yesterday and they asked me to come here. And ... and so, T, r quickly read the contents
of what, in this folder. From what I've seen from the e-mails that's been, that's been
done, it seems as though they've ... asked a playwright to, to write the play and
everything and to ... and they've, they've had numerous ... from what I gather. they've
had numerous meetings with her to, to write this play. And you know, they, they've told
her exactly what kinds of topics-VICE-CHAIR HOKAI'0.A: tlh-huh.
MR. ANDA VA: --that, that you know, she should, she should include in it. So T, 1 know
that ... they've done some preliminary work-VICE-CHATRHOKAMA: Uh-huh.
MR. ANDAY A: --on, on this play.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Okay. And I appreciate knowing ... well, knowing that you
are f1lling in fOT Mr. TOJ1loso. So T appreciate your efforts. You know, I'm just
thinking ...

~
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... you know, there's this. this production that needs to be prepared. J guess. I believe
then a cast and then the rehearsals. And then you're gonna need to take it to three
islands. And I have no idea what type of set requirements or minimums would be part of
it. And they expect you to do a DVD recording... take summary reactions of audiences
from the performances, prepare written report, and ... you're being asked to do this for
26,000 dollars ... (laughter) . .. Is, is this ... a fair amount of; of... what. what your
Department is uIIdertaking and you believe it can he done in, in for this type of grant
total 0
MR. ANDAYA: ... CouncilmemberHokama, we'll, we'll ...

. . . 1. .. l'm not sure whcther the product. .. will the ... performances ...will be live
performances or, L L I'm not exactly certain how they will keep within the 26,000. It
could he that they may just show the DVDs ... on, on the neighbor islands. It could be the
that there's a very limited number of .. actors. But we will certainly try to keep within
the budget of 26,000.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Okay. Well. . .I know Mr. Mateo is not with us this afternoon,
but if you're gouna do one live perfornlal1ce here, then would expect the same
consideration be given to Molokai and Lanai.
MR ANDA YA: It could be that. .. perhaps there is only a limited number of, of actors. And,
and if that's the case, then ... then it'll just be a matter of paying for airfare
and ... and ... and for their acting. L . .I'm not sure. But. .. but 1, we will try to keep
within the, the 26,000. 1, I'm certain we'll be able to keep within the 26,000 dollars.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Arc you aware if there's monies that could be applied for as an
addendum to this original grant amount?
NOTE:

Silence.

MR ANDAYA: ... No, Council Member. 1. . .I know that .. .I know that after this year they
can apply again tor the 26,000. So it could be a yearly... a yearly.. ,thing.
V]CE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Consideration?
MR ANDAYA: Uh-huh. Yes.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank

YOll,

Mr. Andaya.

MRAl\l)AYA: Thank you.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you, Mr. Chainnan
CHAIR KANE: Thank you. ylember Johnson'!
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COUNCILME~BER

JOHNSON: Yes. thank you, Mr. Chair. Basically...what has been done
in the past is when these traveling productions have comc ...therc', some co-sponsorship,
sometimes from ...oth(;[ nonprofits--might be Hale Makua p,micipating in having their
performance in front of their members, might be American Association of Retired
Persons. So there are other groups that help to participate and bnng the live perfonnanee.
Because we've had this through the Council on Aging, and also through co-sponsorship
So I'm sure that there arc ways
that this can be achieved. But
with area Office on Aging.
<
•
to address specifically the question that was raised by Member Anderson, I think it's
important also for the Members to n:alize that depending on the type of facility, there are
different standards as to the operations of the facility ... with regard to
personne!--numbers of personnel, training, you have assisted-living facility, you have like
a Hale :vIakua where it's more intensive, you have other facilities that may even he care
homes in small neighborhoods. So depending on the type of the facility, if there is a
specific standard of care and a specific level of expertise for the individuals that will be
working in that care setting, one of the most challenging things is for the care homes
where they are in small neighborhoods. The individuals who are operating those, it's
vel}' dimwit to become licellsed to do it. We had some abuse cases over on Oahu. But
that is something we don't have a lot of here in Maui County. 1 think we, maybe, have a
handful of them. And that is why... there really is not expansion. But I can assure you
that the Council on Aging and Mr. Tomoso, the Maui Long-Term Care Partnership arc
closely monitoring all of the treatment of elders, both in those settings and also when they
leam of cases of elder abuse, it is sometimes a problem because it occurs amongst the
relatives and the loved ones of the people who are actually being cared for. That is the
single ... most problematic. Because no one wants to report that, the suspicion of abuse
going on in your own home. So I just wanted to address that, Mr. Chair. And hopefully
Mr. Tomoso will be able to give you more infonnation. Thank you.
~

CHAn~

KANE: Thank YOIl. Member Johnson. If there's no further questions for the
Department, your Chair is rcady to make a recommendation .

. . . Seeing no further requests for questions, the Chair recommends, first, that we approve
the proposed resolution that authorizes the Mayor to accept on bt,half of the County of
Maui and execute any and all documents necessary to process and accept th~ funds, the
resolution.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAt'l.1A: So moved.
COUNCILME~BER

JOHNSOS: Second.

CHAIR KANE: :vIovcd and seconded--Hokama. Johnson. Discussion?
... Hearing none, all in favor say "aye".
COUNCIL MB1BERS: Aye.
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CHAIR KANE: Opposed? Let the record show it's unanimous with Members Carroll, Mateo,
and Molina excused, We have six "ayes", no "noes", and three "excused".
VOTE:

AYES:

Conncihnembers Anderson, Johnson,
Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Kane.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

.EXC.:
ACTION:

fontanilla,

Tavares,

Conncilmembers Carroll, Mateo and Molina.
Recommending ADOI'TlON ofresoilltion.

CHAn~

KANT:: Moving on to the bill. Members, the Chair recommends the proposed bill
which amends Appendix A ofihe Fiscal Year '07 Budget to appropriate the 2007 Elder
Abllse Response Funds and filing of County Communication 06·222.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So moved.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Second.
CHAIR KANE: Moved and seconded--Hokama, Johnson. Discussion'?
. , , Hearing none, all in favor say "aye",
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR KANE: Opposed?
. , . Let the record show it's unanimous with 'VI embers Mateo and Molina excused, We
have seven "ayes", no "noes", two "excused".
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Anderson, Carroll, Johnson,
Tavares, Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Kane.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.
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EXC.:
ACTION;

Council members Mateo and ;\lolina.
Recommending FIRST READING of bill aud flUNG of
communication.

CHAIR KANE: :'Vfembers. thank you very much. We have completed Item Number 96. Are we
prep~rcd to move forward with the next item on the agenda?
. . . Seeing no objections, Members ... Mr. Andaya, thank you very much for your
presencc this aftemoon. Budget Item, finance ... Budget and Finance Item Number 95.
Members. We have before the Committee ... a bill for an ordinance to amend Fiscal
Year '07 Budget, Appendix A, regarding the Emergency Fund and first-Time Home
Buyers Fund.

ITEM ;'110. 95:

AMENDING FY 2007 BUDGET, APPENDIX A (D1ERGENCY FlTND AND
FIRST-n:vm HOME BeYERS FE'ID) (C.C. t\o. 06·221)

CHAIR KAl\E: Members, the proposed bill amends Appendix A of Fiscal Year '07 Budget to
properly renect the appropriations made to the Emergency and first-Time Home Buyers
Fund. Members, your Chair's comments here is tbat this is a housekeeping measure
since the actual appropriation is in the Department of Finance under Countywide Costs of
the Fiscal Year '07 Budget. So we're just trying to get things cleaned lip, so ... so to
SpC<lk. Arc there any questions or comments before your Chair's recommendation?
VICE-CHAIR HOKAt\1A: No.
CHAIR KANE: ... Hearing none, Members, your Chair recommends moving forward ...with
approving the proposed bill as presented, and filing of said Communication, 06-221.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Second.
CHAIR KANE: Moved and seconded--Mcmbers Hokama and Johnson. Discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER T AV ARES: Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Member. .. Tavares?
COUNClLMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, if there's no discussion by the mover or movant or the
seconder..
CHAIR KANE: No, there isn't.
COUNCIL\1EMBER TAVARES: Oh, okay.
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CHAIR KANE: Go ahead.
COUNC1LME:Y1BER T AV ARES: 1, I just had a question about the Emergency Fund. In the
column that says Anticipated Revenucs for FY 2007, we had .. .in the Budget, I guess,
looked at anticipated revenues at 2.500. And now it's, this is the actual revenue that has
been... dc1Jositcd to this fund,

... Is that correct?
CHAIR KANE: ."1f. Ginoza?
MR. GINOZA: Mr. Chair... no, that is not correct. The 2.5 million that is being replaced by the
3 rnillion-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
MR. GlNOZA: --is, I believe the 2.5 million was part of the proposed, Mayor's proposed
Budget. And the 3 million is the .. .is thc-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh, what was passed.
MR. GINOZA: --Council, Council adopted Budget.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh, okay.
CHAIR KANE: Y cah.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: 011, okay
NOTE:

SikIlCl'.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... Okay, thank you for that clarification.
CHAIR KANE: ... That's what we ended up with at the end-COlJNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah.
CHAIR KA:-lli: --Member Tavares. Yeah? And we plugged it into Emergency Fund.
VICE-CHAIRHOKAMA Uh-huh.
CHAIR KANE: Any additional questions?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: .. .{inaudible} . ..

~
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CHAIR KANE: We're in the motion .
. . . Hearing none, all in favor signify by saying "aye".
C01JNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR KANE: Opposed?
Mateo, Molina.

VOTE:

Let the record show seven "ayes"; no "noes"; two "excused",

AYES:

Coullcilmembers Anderson, Carroll, Jobnson,
Tavares, Vice-Chair Hokama, and Cbair Kane.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:

None.

EXC.:
ACTION;

.Pontanilla,

Councilmembers Mateo and Molina.
Recommending FIRST READING of bill and FILING of
communication.

CHAIR KANE: Thank you very much, Members. We have one final item. The Chair does wish
(0 take a recess prior to getting into this subject matter. Time now is 2:25, we'll just take
10 minutes. Okay, Members? Ten minutes. We'll be back at 2:35. The Committee
stands in recess ... (gavel) . ..

RECESS:

2:26 p.m.

RECONVENE:

2;41 p.m.

CHAIR KANE:
.. . (gave/). .. This Budget and finance Committee meeting for
Tuesday, November 14til is hereby reconvened. We have quorum, Members. Let's move
on to our final posted agenda item, which is Budget and Finance Item Number 103.
amending the Fiscal Year 2007 Budget. .. with regards to the MIS, .. (he Management
Inionnation Systems computer room improvements.

ITEM NO. 103: AMENDIl'IG

FY

lMPROVDIE:"TSj (CC

2007
Bl'I>GET
06-258)

(:\US

COl\lPl'TER

ROO:\J

;\0.

CHAIR KANE: Members, the Committee is in receipt of a County Communication f)"om our
Budget Director. .. attaching a proposed bill ... making some adjustments. And the
purpose of the proposed bill is to increase Carryover/Savings in the General Fund by
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600,000 and add an appropriation for the Management Tnfonnation Systt'ms Computer
Room Improvements project to the Wailuku-Kahului Community Plan District,
Govemment Facilities, in the amount of the 600,000. A cert. .. certification of additional
r<,venues for Fiscal Year '07, dated 9/29/06 ... Carryover/Savings, G<'neral Ftmd of
600,000 dollars should be also attached to your packet. And, Members, your Committee
is here to consider whethfOr to recommend passage of the proposed bill. .. with or without
revisions. We also have with us ... Mr. Jacob Verkerke, with the, with the Division. And
so at this time, I'll provide Ylr. Ginoza, our Budget Director. opportunity for opening
remarks on this item. :Vfr. Ginoza, good afternoon.
MR. GINOZA: Good afternoon. Thank you, Mr. Chair. The request before you is for approval
of a proposed bill for an ordinance amending the Fiscal Year 2007 Budget for a
supplemental appropriation of 600,000 to provide the additional funds required for the
MIS Computer Room Improvement project. The low bid for the project, of 948,100
dollar, is in excess of the available appropriation of approximately 400,000 that was
included in the Fiscal Ycar 2006 Budget. As mentioned by the Chair, the source of
funding for this supplemental appropriation will be from Caayover/Savings in the
General Fund .
. . . A significant aspect of this project is that the project includes a generator that will
benefit the entire ... County building. And we ... request approval of. .. the bill. And I'd
like to defer to .. Jacob Verkerke for explanation of, for further explanation.
CHAIR K.A1\E: Good afternoon, Mr. Verkerke. Your opening remarks, please?
MR. VERKERKE: Good afternoon, Chair. Thank you. Good afternoon, Members of the
Committee. As noted, the 400,000 dollars... available in the CTP funding for Fiscal Year
'06 falls well short of the bids we have received. We llrrived at the 400,000 dollars hased
on estimates from the engineering finn we engaged to help us develop the specitlcations
for the improvements to the prescnt computer room. The present computer room is
housed in a facility that was never designed to be a data center. I believe at one point it
was the mail room. And there's a number of assets about that facility that arc in dire
need of improvements. The scope of improvements that we have worked out, based
on ... recognition ot~ of the growing rdiance of the County on this computer center
include rewiring of the electnclli. The electrical right now is just to normal standard
oflice specifications. For a data center, it needs to be beefed up so that we can
accommodate 30 amp circuits for our UPSs and the servers that will and are being housed
in that computer center. The existing wiling is pretty much ... taxed to its capacity. Also,
we need to improve the ... air conditioning in the facility, ,-,speCially with the addition of
an adjacent otTIce to prOVIde more space to the center. We need to rework the air
conditIOning to include appropriate cooling for that extra space. Right now. the computer
room does not have any fire control and in light of. of the events recently with the
earthquake, we recognize that .. .it's a deficiency we really need to fix. The earthquake
also pointed out that the lack of backup power is a major impediment to our ability to
provide continuing computing servicc to operations like the Civil Defense
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Agency... which relies to a great deal, to a great extent on ... the network, the computer
servers, the overall technology infrastructure to be operational in times of events like we
had last month, Their ability to communicate with the community and with other
agencies was severely impacted by the fact that there was no backup power available to
the computer room .
. . . As mentioned. , .in order to address, especially the aspect of the lack of backup
power, we propose in these specs to install an additional generator to work in conjunction
with the existing generator that is available to the Civil Defense Agency. That way, we
create redundancy to backup power, both tor the Civil Defense Agency and for the
computing center, and some additional power should be available to the building,
.. , After we had developed the specs and received an estimate from the engineering firm
as to what the cost was going, were going to be ...we. , .finished the, the specs. We
applied for a building p(;;rmit to make slIre that there wcre no unforeseen modifications
required or, or based on plans review. We went out to bid and received two bids in July.
As mentioned, the low bid was 948,000. The high bid was 1.150,000 dollars, We were
quite shocked. We went back to the engineering firm, asked for an explanation as to
what the, could explain the, .. discrepancy.
, , . 'What it boils down to is that apparently the construction climate on Maui is even
more overheated .. .if I may use the tenn, than it is on Oahu. The engineering finn we
engaged for this has done a lot of work for Maui County. but is based. on Oahu. The
main explanation that they came up with and in further discussions with the low-bid
contractor, it was confimled that it has to do primarily with labor costs that evcrybody is
faced with, We asked the contractor flat out if there was any way to reduce the cost of
this job. And they pretty much were faced with a situation where their wbs were not able
or willing to lower their sub-bids. So the only recommendation both the engineering firm
and the contractor could come up with was for us to reduce the scope of the work if we
where trying to stay within the budget we have, We felt that was ... unacceptable to do
because we would ~til1 not have a compnter room that we could rely on in... cases of
emergency. To eliminate any of the major improvements that we had planned for
would .. .leave us with, , ,weaknesses in, in the overall intent of improving the rdiability
ofthe computer room. It would also face us with the prospect that to. , .dolay rather than
eliminate, flat out, the improvements to , . .fend aftape, start lBJ . .. would be faced with
costs that would be higher even than what we have now because the job would get more
complex to add one of those aspects to a function in computer room. Right now. we have
deal with it to some degree because one,. ,the existing facility will have to keep
operating, but we have the lUXUry of having a new office that will be added to this so we
can make the improvements there. more a lot of our equipment into that new room, and
then work on a somewhat empty computer room, existing computer room, And that will
make the job somewhat easicr for contractors, then, if we have eliminated one aspect and,
and ask somebody to come in later to do that.
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... So I, 1 respectfully... ask for your support and the additional funding so that we can
create a computer room that \ve know to bc reliable, that has some redundancy in its
system so that we can... count on it to be operational when ...
. . . some. some power outage or some other crisis~~bc it manmade or Mother ~ature's
work~~hits us again. I believe that if we go ahead and make these improvements now, we
could actually... perhaps save some money down the road because this is only one aspect
of our overall intent to provide redundancy and recovcrabihty for the computer
operatlOns. As you know, there's an appropriation in. in the Fiscal '06 CTP funding also
for a deSign study and sitc selection for a second data center to be located somewhere else
on this island to provide that redundancy. T think if we go ahead and make the
improvements that we have planned now to the facility in this building, we can probably
time the construction of the second center to coincide wi til the, the predicted downturn in
construction industry, such as there will bc. And hopefully we will be able to negotiate a
little bit more favor ... favorable pricing than if we don't make these improvements now,
I think there would be additional pressure to go ahead and, and build that secondary
facility at a time that may not be as advantageous to liS cost~wise as we would be
otherwi se. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE; Thank you, ~r. Verkerke. And, Members, before your ChaiT opens the floor
for questions, I will recognize the Director of Finance, Mr. Kalbert Young, in the
Chamber. And he is here if there arc any questions regarding the certit'ication of
ca.rryover funds. So he is here for that purpose. With that, the Chair will open the floor.
Member Hokama, you have the floor.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA; Chairman ... a couple ... couple areas. So J was gonna ask for your
guidance whether YOll wanted to deal just with the money side or, or the actual. .. use of
the money or the. or the scope of the project.
CHAIR KANE: Yeah. Chair prefers to, to compartmentalize. So let's stay within one area and
let's try to exhaust .md provide aU Memb(;rs with an opportunity to ask questions.
And ... and then, we can move on (0 the next ... component of, of the item.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay, thOI1-CHAlRKANE; If you can. Mr. I-Iokama?
VICE-CHAIR HOKA.'VlA; Thank you. Theil, thell let, just .. .let us work 011 the certification,
the Carryover/Savings.
So, Mr. Ginoza. can you tell ns this afternoon, this
Committee ...what impact, if any, is this additional 600,000 that you 're taking from
Carryover/Savings to go into a General Fund program. And this is for a ClP project
regarding. to our MIS Division. What impact. if any, is this (JIl the CmT)'overlSavings
and your ability to, to generate. first ... start the preparation for the new Fiscal Ycar
Budget docllment.
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MR. GlKOZA: Mr. Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Ginoza'.'
MR. GINOZA: Of course the ... use of Carryover/Savings at this particular time would... would
reduce the amount available for the 2008 Budget. But the impact of 600.000 out of
Carryover/Savings, I don't think would have that big a impact in tenns of available
Carryover/Savings in 2008.
VICE~ClIAIR

HOKAMA: So can you share those figures with us? What, what are we talking

about?
MR. GINOZA: Vh .. .I'dlikc to defer to .. .Depart ... Department of Finance.
VICE-CHAIR HOKA.\1A: A.nd I understand what you're saying, Mr. Ginoza--600,000 out of
100 million dollar Carryover/Savings ... yeah, 1 can see your point. But 600,000 dollars
out of I million dollars Carryover/Savings, now thal's a big impact.
MR. YOUNG: Mr. Chair, if I may add ... to Mr. Ginoza's ,Ialcments m response to
Mr. Hokama's question?
I, I can sately say, Mr. Hokama, that the ... our
Carryover/Saving won't be anywhere near 100 million. However, our preliminary
review right now, we're, the Department is currently constnlcting the ...the year-end
fmancial report for Fiscal Year 2006. Carryover/Savings, just purely from operations is
looking quite substantial, enough to, lor me to say that with certainty we can
accommodate this 600,000 dollar... request from Carryover. A.nd that's purely from
operations. I'm not prepared to provide publicly what the overall number will be, but. . .I
do understand that in the Fiscal Year Budget for, currently we have projected that the
Carryover/Savings would be working somewhere in the neighborhood of 27 Illlllion. Our
preliminary review right now is looking at we would be comfortably well above that. So
this, this 600,000 dollar request. .. would, would be very comfortable to, to handle with,
with a level of certainty.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
. . . To be fair to the Committee, Mr. Yollng, the 27 million dollar CalTyover/Savings is, I
would .. .it is ...my, my assumption that it is a... total of all of the variolls revenue
SOllrces ... Highway Funds, Other Special Funds, General Fund. unexpended CIP or
unencumbered CIP would all be a part of how you came up with this 27. Or is 27 million
dollars just the General Fund ... surplus and Carryover?
MR. YOUNG: Just, just Iht, General Fund. Yes. And based on ...
. . . it's specifically 24 million ... 329 thousand and about 500 ... 500 dollars. So right
now in projected, according to this Ordinance. 3390, the projected Carryover/Savings in
General Fund, 24,329,588 dollars. And I'm ... here telling you today that our preliminary
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review for year-end financials for Fiscal Year 2006 ... are looking that Carryover/Savings
will surpass that amount.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. Is that hecalls", intemally you, you arc enforcing some type of
spcnding restrictions ...that the Council has appropriated funds for either programs,
operations .. .improvements:
MR YOUNG: There's no, there's no formal or oflicial restrictions or constraints on any of the
Departments or operatiom to curtail their prob'Tams. They all, every Department and
program is ... operating under all Council appropriations under the Budget.
However... every program is always encouraged to show constraint to the extent, to show
fiscal responsibility. That's been an ongoing approach for a number of years in the past.
Tt has resulted in some pretty responsible funding and saving responsibilities. I believe
that this has gone a long way and is the same result in terms of the operational hudget to
show that there arc gonna be some savings in the operational component.
NOTE..

Silence.

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Well, I've worked with you long enough
anybody is more squeaky about money than me, might--

(0

know that. . .if

MR. YOUNG: .. .(laughtcr) ..
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ··be you, Mr. Young.
MR. YOUNG: .. . (laughter) . ..
VICE-CHAfR HOKAMA: So ...
MR. YOUNG: I'll take that as a compliment-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: It is.
MR. YOUNG: --Mr. Hokama .. .(laugi11cr). ..
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: It is. I'm done, Chairman, on this portion. Thank YOl!o
CHAIR KANE: Okay. Any other questions in this area, Members, regarding certification or
Carryover/Savings'? Any q ucstions?
NOTE:

Silence,

CHAIR KANE: ... Seeing none, without objections, Member Hokama, you can proceed with
your line of questions.
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VICE-CHAIR HOKA.l'"IA: Thank you. You know. Mr. Verkcrke. I heard your. .. your
comments you shared with us this afternoon. And I appreciate you looking at trying to
adjust the scope of the project and. as well as you mentioned another data
storage ... pos~ibly for this island. A lot of our... sister, local governments utilizes a
NACo ... provider. You know, while the main storage is in Virginia, they have another
back up in the Ylidwest in case of nuclear or armed... rc ... events oecuning--and
Virginia being close to Washington, D.C., that there will still be back up for information
storage as well as the service provider being able to certify that they can maintain the
records in a safe manner to continue to have acce:;s of tbat information sbould there be a
meltdown and a need to recreate.
· .. So saying that. .. and hearing your, your comments about why this 600,000 dollars
more to give you is still a good idea... why is the General Fund paying for everything
when we have a letter from Mr. Iinuma saying how it's gonna assist them. And they
have access to, I believe, 60 million dollars of Homeland Security funds that the
Govemor and her administration has ...
administrative responsibility over...why aren'l we accessing those funds to help
cover your. .. your required additions~ Or is that still a possibility'!
MR. VERKERKE: ... Mr. Chair? Mr. Hokama. I have had discussions with Mr. Iinuma about
the use of Homeland Security funds. Apparently ...
· .. the amount allocated to the State of Hawaii has pretty much been ... divided among
the ... several. .. the many first-responders in the State. Apparently, there was ... a
direction that the funding would be used ... first for first-responders. There is a restriction
on the funding ...
· .. of... constnlction costs for facilities. The way I understand it and I'm not real
comfortable explaining this because I think Mr. Iinuma has a better understanding than I
do of the restrictions on Homeland Security funding. But the way it was explained to me
is that that funding i 5 avai lable to ... outfit a facility that exists, but not to do the
construction renovations on an existing f\ICility. So what we are not asking for here is
funding for computer facilities or technical infrastructure but more for the facility itself
We've had this discussion also in the context of the data center we hope to build.
And... again ... the I:lomeland Seem;ty could go a long way helping us outfit such a
facility, but not to build it. So in the context of this particular project, the renovations to
the computer roolll ... apparently. Mr. linuma felt that. .. there wasn't gorilla be any
Homeland Security (a) that was available and (b) that would have been allowed for this
usc.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA:
regarding ...

Okay.

I can understand Mr. Young's needs of your Division
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.. especially regarding real property parcels. 1015 ... owners, different type of tax
categories, rates ... exemptions .
. . , I'm trying to understand the letter from Civil Defense. Wllat do you provide :trom
your computer base and data systems that is ... 50 critical to the Civil Defense portion that
the Administrator felt it critical to have written testimony?
MR. VERKERKE: There are two aspects to this project that will have a big impact on. on Civil
Defense opcrations. During the earthquake of October 15'\ the Civil Defense
staff. .. ended up having only fax facilities available to them to communicate with
community agencies, radio stations. what have you. We have. in the computer room,
servers and .. .infrastructure that under normal operations allow thc Civil Defense to
communicate with this community and outside through e-mail. through websites, and
reach a much larger number of people than they can reach strictly through [ax facilities.
When we lost power (0 the computer room, all that fell away and, and they were really
hampered in communicating effectively with the many ... members of the community
and. and other service organizations (hat they wanted to communicate with. The second
aspect of the .. .improvements is the installation of the second generator. Right now. they
have ... a generator available. I think irs been in the building since it was first built. And
when 1 checked with people. nobody could remember if it was even !lCW when it was
installed here. So it's, it's definitely fair to say that it has been around tl)r a long time
and. and it's done job, but nobody', real confident in saying that it's going to kecp doing
its job for an unlimited amount of timc. So the second generator that we propose to
install will work in tandem with the existing generator so that. . .if one or the other should
fail for whatever reason, we have more redundancy than exist now as far as providing
power to the critical operations down there--both in the computer room and the EOe.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: One, I wanna commend you for, for thinking ahead. Second, it's
disappointing because Public Works has the responsibility of maintaining this building.
And I belicve it is also their responsibility to do occasional statt ups of the backup
generator-osee if it's working, if there's problems and it's a need of a replacement or
repairs that would aecordingl y come to Coundl for a budget request to Chairman Kane.
So hearing what you sharing with me this afternoon, Mr. Verkerkc, does not make me
feel comfortable that Public Work is doing what they're supposed to be doing to maintain
this building and have this building be able to respond to any type of emergency--natural
Of manmade. And it is ...
YlR. VERKERKE: .,. Mr. Chair. if I may respond to that" [did not mean to create that
impression with you. The generator is being tested .. .1 don't know the frequency. but
I'm, I'm sure it's at least monthly. Civil Defense does testing of it ,111 the time. And if
there's any deficiencies, any problems with these tests. they get addressed immediately.
It's just the age of the generator that. .. again, in trying to look ahead, we wanna make
sure that we have facilities to ... provide power to the critical arcas of the building should
this generator be in need ofreplacemenl or--
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VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: lTh-huh.
MR. VERKERKE: --fail for some reason. So there's, there·s. , .1 did not mean to convey the
impression that the generator is not functioning as it's supposed to, but its age has
become a... a factor so we, we're looking to be proactive and, and provide redundancy
there.
VICE-CHAiR HOKAMA: So even with the County system back, that kicked in, Mr. Verkerke,
the emergency backup that we have .. .it was at a mimmum level that did not. .. respond
to the needs of your Division, the MIS? Is that what you telling, basically telling us
regarding October 15 th ?
MR. VERKERKE: That's correct. Urn ...
. . . the computer room, as I mentioned earlier, was never really designed to be ... the
facility was never really designed to be the data center. So the electrical. . .infrastructure
in this building tied into the generator was never extended to the second tloor. It
was ... at the original design of this building, it was strictly desilo.'Tlcd to provide power
backup to the Civil Defense. We looked at whether or not the size of generator that is
available that is bcmg llsed by Civil Defense would be sufficient to also power the
computer roOlll. And it was the opinion of, of the experts in that area that it was not. So
wc were faced with, with two options--either replace the one that's there with the single
one or place an appropriately sized generator besides it and maintain the existing
generator. So we would crcate, for the salllc price almost, redundancy that we wouldn't
have if we just replaced the existing, the old generator with-VICE-CHAIR HOKAl\1A: Uh-huh. lJh-huh.
MR. VERKERKE: --one single new onc. So we can kind of have it both ways. this way. We
will have enough power. .. to provide backup power to the computer room and to Civil
Defense. And we do have the redundancy by maintaining the existing generator.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay.
. . . I understand what. what you're trying to achieve, Mr. Verkerke. T, I'm just trying to
understand the .. .if the grid is down, though, and you're, you know, our generator kicks
up and Civil Defense can then now send out e-mails, who they gonna, who's gorum
receive it since everybody else's computer is still down 'cause the grid is down? T, I
mean, you can send, but who's gOlllla receive? I, I'm trying to understand the logic ... to,
to support this .. .flaughter} . ..
MR. VERKERKE: Not every member of the pUblic, of course, has backup power. When. when
the grid goes down, they will be without. Many critical agencies, though, and service
provider... providers ... Iike one of. .. our internet access providers is ... a large company
that has power redundancy built into their system. So if we can stay operational, we can
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at least reach the critical agencies that have the same kind ofredulldancy that we hope to
achieve.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay
MR. VERKERKE: Ye;;, the general public may not be able to receive e-mails, but the radio
stations will, those that have backup power and, and other agencies.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Those that have backup power and have live people working the
stations and not on pre-programmed. . Junctions or. or [onnats.
MR. VERKERKE: I was happy to notice at least one station on the island did have that, so
.. .finalldible due 10 intcrnlplionj-VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: We.; were all happy about that .. .riaughter) . .. Mr. Verkerkc. I'm
just trying to understand because we know Fire has enough things. including GPS and
their satellite radios. We know that Police has a mobile conmland ~'ehicle that can take
care of the needs and is paid for by Homeland Defense to take care of those critical
communication requirements--espccially through the 800 megahertz Of, again, through
the satellite radios that we paid big money for. But let me get back to now your. your
actual project and your need to, to take care of a ... project that went from 400,000 to
basically a million dollars. You hal'e a contract executed, Mr. Verkerke. with the low
bidder currently? Or is that still under negotiations?
MR. VERKERKE: We caMot come... finish the execution of the contract unless, until there is
sufficient funding available. So unless this money gets ... certified after the due process,
the contract cannot be completely executed. We're in the process of working with the
contractor to at least get to the point where .. .if and when the moncy should be available.
we can complete that contract.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Okay. How long are they planning to, to ... to take? You can get
this done in three months? F OUf months?
MR. VERKERKE: I think the stipulation of the contract indicated it should be completed 120
days.
VICE~CHAIR

HOKAMA: Twenty days')

MR. VERKERKE: Hundred and (wenty days.
VICf.·CHAIR HOKAMA: Thank you. Sorry .
... Okay.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: ... (inaudible) . ..
~
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MR. VERKERKE: .' Jiallghler) . ..
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Is tht!fC any-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

. .(inalldible) . . ,

VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: --displaccment of your. .. yOUf operation during this 120 day period,
Mr. Verkerke') Are youlikc gonna have to be partially in Trask Building or... One Main
Plaza Of Kahului Shopping Center?
MR. VERKERKE: No, the, the fortune of circumstance that we have right now is that the
addItional space that has been made available with the relocation of the Treasury
Division to Onr: Main Plaza is that wc have ... a room equal to the size of the existing
computer room ... largely sitting empty waiting to be renovated. One. once the
renovations--and the renovations arc designed in two phases. The first phase would be
indeed to renovate that new spacc. We would move as much of our server, .. and
network infrastructure from the existing room into the new space, which is adjacent. And
then, the existing computer room should be sufficiently cmpty--it won't be completely
empty--that the contractors will be able to work around what we have to leave behind to
do the job.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: ... Okay. Okay.
. . . Have you pretty much worked out all of your contract requirements
whereby... there's a small amount for change orders and contingencies is at a minimum?
NOTE:

Silence.

MR. VERKERKE: ." I'm new to the construction business, so I hesitate to say, .. "yes, wc
have". What we have is actually a slightly larger contingency fund than the 51,000 that's
available because of, upon closer review of the proposal, it tums out that thc contractor
had proposed to install a fuel tank for the second generator. It .. .it's ...we've checked
with the Fire Department and it's .. ,perfectly okay to tie the new generator into the
existing fuel system. So there's about a 39,000 dollar item that we will not need to ... usc
in the bid. So we have figured that into what the real contingency fund is gonna be. And
it's gonna add up to about to percent of the bid. I don't know ifthafs ... adequate. But
in discussions with the contractor. .. we're fairly comfortable with that.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA Okay.
. . . Thank

YOll,

Mr. Chaimlan.

CHAIR KANE: Further questions, Members? Member Anderson?
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CotJNCILMEMBER ANDERS OX Thank you. Chair.
· .. Mr. Kerkerkian [sic] could you please ...
· .. share with us some of the things that you shore, shared with me when we discussed
this') 'Cause it's so disturbing that, you know, this is more than douhle the price of an
estimate that was made less than a year ago.
· .. And I believe that you, you told me that the ... 01' course it's because of the
huge... pressure ill the construction industry right now and that the increase in these costs
are primarily labor costs. Is that correct'?
MR. VERKERKE: Me Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Verkerke?
MR. VERKERKE: Yes, indeed, Member Anderson. From our discussions with the engineering
firm and with the contractor, we came away with... the impression. with the knowledge
that the driving force right now in, in the industry is labor cost. On Maui, for the jobs
that have been let out, contractors are bringing in crews not only from other islands, but
fro01 the mainland. So there are, .. transportation costs, hOllsing costs .. .I guess a bidding
waf for crews that determinc what the bid prices are. When we talked to the contractor,
he told us, pretty much, that. .. his subcontractors were not able or willing to reduce their
cost because they're faced with a shortage of, of skilled labor. A small aspect of the
increase in cost is some of the raw materials ... pricing. But it, it's nothing like the labor
cost thaI we're faced with. And T think, you know, it's fair to say that. .. there's an
opportunistic balance between supply and demand. So prices will be set at the, at the
point where people arc willing or stop being willing to pay the price. In our situation,
we're rcally kind of in a tight spot because ... not going forward with this ... is .. .in my
opinion... running the risk that if we have to fix something that goes wrong, that we're
trying to prevent from going wrong by these improvements, it will ~nd up costing way
more than the addItional cost of this job.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
work. .. most likely?

And so workers will be coming from Oahu to do this

MR. VERKERKE: Yeah, some of the subcontractors, they're not all from Maui. So there's
subcontractors [rom the neighbor islands. And I'm not rcally sure where they get their
crews.
COUNClLMEMI3ER ANDERSON: So they'll probably be renting hOllsing ... d11ving up the
cost of housing .. '(Iallghler). .. in some neighborhood .. .(Ial/ghler). .. renting
whatever's available, I guess, at whatever cost.
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· .. I alsu heard that. .. somebudy tuld me just the other day, who's in the construction
cume ... business that he wanted tu give his workers a... weekend off ... (laughter) . ..
and also to have Veteran's Day uff so they had a three-day weekend. But the homes that
they were building, they want them built at all cost. And so they said, well
· . .flaughter) . .. arc you willing to work for 100 dullars an hour through the weekend?
And they did. That's how desperate they wanIla get these high-end houses built in
Wailea and Makena. 1 guess people wanna have their holidays here. But you know, this
just says to me that we're shooting ourselves in the foot, Mr. Chainnan, when we put
\!Iaui on such a fast track of development that now in our own County building we have
to pay double what thc normal rate would be to get something done that is time-sensitive,
we have no choice in it, and we're gonna be using workers from Oahu, not uur own
County people.
· .. I think it's worth noting that.
· .. That's the only question r had. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Thank you Jor the question, Member Anderson. Any additional questions?
Member Johnson'?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Verkerke, if. . .I know that you've spoken with
MLlinuma about the redundancy and you're alluding to that in the comments that you're
making. Because we have Department of Defense doing husiness, basically, over the
high perfonnance computing center, and of course the sensitivity of their equipment
would certainly be critical in their operations .. .is there any... conversation ur any dialog
that yuu had with them ...with regard to either a redundant system ur perhaps finding out
what other solutions might be available?
MR. VERKERKE: Member Andcrson-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Johnson.
MR. VERKERKE: Johnson. Sorry.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: That's all light.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: .. .(laughter) ..
MR. VERKERKE: I was listening to the earlier conversation, I guess.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: .. .(Iaugiller). ..
MR. VERKERKE: Sorry about tbat.
COUKCILME~BER

JOHNSON: It's okay.
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UNIDENTlFJED SPEAKER: .. Jmaudiblci . ..
MR. VERKERKE: The first phase of the other CIP project that we are working on, the ... site
selection and conceptual design of the second data center will include conversations with
exactly the people that you mentioned, also other County and State agencies to explore
what opportunities exist for sharing the facility that we hope ... or we think we need to
build, perhaps sharing existing facilities.
· .. I'm not really sure at this point. .. how much ... existing facilities at the high tcch
· .. (end oflape. STart 2B). .. will accommodate the need for redundancy in our everyday
infrastructurc. Mcmber Hokama also mentioned... NACo having arrangements with
mainland companies to provide ... data storage and redundancy. I think that is kind of the
third phase of our overall ...
· .. disaster recovery ... business continuity... plan~~that once we have a facility here on
island to keep the infrastructure and our functionality going as much as we can in
circumstances where not all of it is affected by whatever prices we're dealing
with ... once we have that in plaet\ we definitely need to look at a sharing arrangement
either with other County, State agencies, within the State or organizations on the
mainland. But ...
· .. for the evcry day operation, should this building for some, for some reason not be
available or affected by something, we need to be able to continue operations on the
outer. .. on, on our own island and, and drive the network that cormccts all the County
offices on all three islands. So, yes, we will have those discussions with people in the
same business and with the same ... needs and prospects ... on the island or throughout the
State. At this point. .. those discussions haven't taken place yet so 1 cannot give you an
indication of what the opportunities will be.
COUNCTLMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. And because this is a Budget amendment for Fiscal
Year '07, do you have any plans, then, to within this next Fiscal Year that. .. we're gonna
be coming upon, would you have any plans to bring forward what you just described in
terms of any ... budgetary consideration?
MR. VERKERKE: ... Member .Tolmson ...
· .. we expect. .. to have progressed with the other project to the point where we know if
we need to acquire land to build a facility. If indeed it tums out that there are no County
properties available for this, we, we would have to corne before you with the request for
land acquisition ... depending on what the new Administration's priorities will be, of
course.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you very much.
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CHAIR KANE: Further questions? Mr. Pontanilla?
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Just H suggestion to Me. Verkcrkc. The Police
Department is probably in the process of. .. putting up a new site in Kihei. And maybe
it's a good time to work with the Police Department in trying to get a... area for your
second unit. The question that I had is in regards to the ... generate ... generator backup.
You know, we speak about. .. a backup to provide electrical current for the MIS area, as
well as the Civil Defense. Other than that, do we look at this County building to see what
other areas ... you know. gonna require some AC power? Tn other words, probably the 9\h
floor is good example ... 8'" floor. And the 100 kilowatt generator. you know ...
· .. will give you a pretty good indication as far as the power consumption.
MR. VERKERKE: Me Chair?
CHAIR KANE: Mr. Verkerke?
MR. VERKERKE: Mr. Pontani1Ja, we have had discussions about the need for power
redundancy throughout the building.
· .. I believe that to do that properly, would ... change the seope of this immediate need to
the degree that it may ... delay... our ability to complete the renovations to the computer
room in a timely manner. I do believe that there will be ... some excess generated power
that can be used in critical arcas outside of the computer room in Civil Defense. That is
something that we have kept in the back of our minds. but we want to see exactly what
the loads of the ful1-built out computer room and the equipment thal will be placed there
will be to make sure that we don't oversell the excess capacity bc, before we make that
kind of commitment.
· .. To deal with, with the overall redundancy for power in this building is, is a project
that ... ~r. Kal Kohayashi has looked at and. and he has some specific ideas on how that
could be handled, about that. He'd be looking at different technologies ... other than just
generator power. So at that point, we decided for expediency sake, to go ahead and, and
stay within our limits and ... ot; of trying to make sure at least the comput(;r room and
Civil Defense can always count on having power llv,lilable.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Okay, the ... when we start construction on the new
room ... do you plan to have an inspector overseeing the job so that whatever is spec'd
out is done accordingly') I'm trying to get at, is you know, change orders.
MR. VERKERKE: Yeah, we ...the project. .. ,md J haven't rcally made this clear, but the
project is not strictly an MIS project. We've been working with Public Works
throughout this project, Public Works. So the, the cngineers in charge of building
maintenance have been closely involved in all this, so we've relied on their expertise and,
and their assistance to deal with any changes, any procedural requirements~~sueh as
~
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inspection, and what have you to keep both the contractor and, and the scope of the
proj ect in check.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA: Yeah, I, 1 think that's one of our biggest problems as far
as when we do have County projects that sometirm:s we get too many change orders that
really increase the cost of the project itself. So .. .l hope you have somebody that will
birddog this project. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Seeing that we have no more questions. Members, the Chair is prepared for a
recommendation.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: Recommendation?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Recommendation?
CHAIR KANE: Okay, Members, the Chair ... although is not. .. the technocrat ofthc group and
has never been onc to be the progressive one .. .(iulIghter) . .. to move on tbe high-tech
stuff. the Chair recognizes the need in this particular case. And ... we can pay now or pay
later, J think is the term that we can look at hest to describe the situation. So with that,
Members. the Chair will move forward a recommendation to pass out the bill that we
have before us--making the increase in Carryover/Savings and adding the appropriation
for the MIS Computer Room Improvements, and iiling of County Communication
Number 06-258.
VICE-CHAIR HOKAMA: So moved.
COUNCILMB1BER TAVARES: Second.
CHAIR KANE: Moved and seconded-·I-Iokama. Johnson. Discussion, Members?
... Member Tavares?
COUNClLMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, Mr. Chairman, thank you ... 1 had the opportunity to
go down and see the ... the area that they're ... are stuck with right now, so to speak and,
and how it really is needcd. And Tthink while this is, would be a boreat improvement on
here, irs Slm not what I would consider ideal. an ideal situation. And .. .1 have seen other
computer rooms--not, I'm no technocrat either, but I do know that computer rooms that I
have seen, not, not whcre the monitors are, but where the servers arc ... they are .. .tirst of
all, spic and span ... there's room to move ... between and among the machin~~, the air
conditioning is constant. It's almost like a sterile atmosphere. And OUTS is rcatly... you
know, not lip to that kind of par at, right now. We need to have this .. .improvement.
And I think the additional room. you know. almost doubles the size of what you have
right now. And that would be a great improvcment. And I really warmu congratulate the,
that Division for working in, in those kind of conditions and keeping everything running
along. And you know. it's likc everything else, right, you don't appreciate the, you
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know, that you have electricity 'til you can't cook or
can't read or watch TV--mostly watch TV.
COUNCILMEYlBER ANDERSON:

YOLI

can't wash your clothes or you

,flauxhtel} . ..

C:OUNCILMEYlBER TAVARES: So, you know, this is something that's part of our
infrastructure and very nl:eessary for the infrastructure in our particular day and age. You
know, I wanna keep encouraging Mr. V crkerke to look at that other site for redundancy.
I think we are needing it even though we are a small place. A little thing happening in a
small place is a big thing--as we're seeing with one bridge ... out there in, on the East
Maui side. It's causing quite a, a furor. And ... 50, you know, I will support this. Of
course, I am astounded at the amount of money, but I hear all over... that people are
working double time and triple time in order to get ...1 mean, the work's out there, so
they're working. So if you want it done. you gotta pay. And ... you know, there arc
workers coming in hom all over. Not just Honolulu. They're coming from the
mainland... that people who wanna build their buildings ... there's one commercial
building, two commercial buildmgs that 1 know, they brought their workers in
from .. .Idaho and Wyoming to work on the project 'cause they just, and it was cheaper
for them to do it that way than, than to try to wait out. 'Cause of course, they're, you
know, ,,11 those other expenses get thrown in here. But we're in a situation that we, yeah.
it's, it's velY difficult. We've seen prices go up on everything that's been put out to bid,
just about. .. to the County. You know, water, sewer, r mean, all these things that we
have coming through your Committee, Chair, we're seeing that. .. climate. So I think it's
like you're saying--you either pay now or you gonna pay later. And probably much more
later. So I. I do support this. Thank you.
CHAIR KANE: Yeah. Thank you, Member Tavares.
· .. Any further discussion on this final item that we have on our agenda?
· .. Seeing none, Mt,mbers, all in favor signify by saying "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR KANE: Opposed?
· , . Let the record show it's unanimous--seven "ayes"; no "noes"; and two "excused",
Mateo, Molina.

VOTE:

AYES:

Coundlmembers Anderson, Carroll, ,Jobnson,
Tavares, Vice-Chair Hokama, and Chair Kane.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

Pontanilla.
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ABSF:NT:
EXC.:

None.
Couocilmembers Mateo and Molina.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending FIRST READING of bill and FILING of
communication.

CHAIR KANE: MR. Verkerke, Director Young ... Mr. Ginoza, thank you vcry much [or your
presence this ai1ernoon. Yls. Traei Fujita Villarosa, Corporation Counsel, we appreciate
your presence as always. Members, we have no other items on this agenda for this
afternoon. Before the Chair adjourns, he'd like to take this opportunity (0 congratulate
each and everyone of you on your successful. .. campaigns [rom this past election. and
especially to our colleague from lJpeountry. Member Tavares. Congratulations to you.
COCNCILMEYlBER T AVARES: Thank you.
CHArR KAJ-.JE: And we look forward to seeing you upstairs and rocking and rolling.
COUNCI.LMEYlBER TAVARES: .. Jiaughter) . ..
CHAIR KANE:
So with that, Members ... and finally. of course. Member Carroll.
congratulations on your retirement. .. taking it easy in Hana.
COU'ICILMEYlBER CARROLL: .. .(inaudibie) . ..
CHAIR KANE: With that,

Members~~

COUNCILMEYlBER TAVARES: .. .(iaughler) ..
CHAIR KANE: ~-this Committee meeting for November 14'n, 2006 is adjourned .. . (gavel) . ..

ADJOlJRN:

3:32 p.m.

Transcnbed by: Camille Sakamoto
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